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Low Cost Flexible 3-D Aligned and Cross-linked Efficient ZnFe2O4 

Nano-flakes Electrode on Stainless Steel Mesh for Asymmetric 

Supercapacitor  

Madagonda M. Vadiyar,a Sagar C. Bhise,a Sanjay S. Kolekar,a* Jia-Yaw Chang,b* Kaustubh S. Ghulec 

and Anil V. Ghulec*  

Simple and economic approach for the growth of 3-D aligned and cross-linked ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes on flexible stainless 

steel mesh (FSSM) substrate (300 mesh) using rotational chemical bath deposition technique for fabricating efficient 

asymmetric supercapacitor is reported. The prepared ZnFe2O4 nano-flake thin film (ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300) as anode in 

combination with Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 as cathode is used as asymmetric supercapacitor. Furthermore, ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes 

were also grown on FSSM with different mesh and designated as ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300, respectively for investigating the effect of mesh size on the formation morphology and their 

electrochemical performance. Amongst the samples, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 exhibited excellent supercapacitive property like 

higher specific capacitance (1625 F g-1 at 1 mA cm-2) and excellent cycle stability (8000 cycles, 97% retention), which is 

marginally higher than ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 (545 F g-1 at 1 mA cm-2, 70% retention), ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 (241 F g-1 at 1 mA 

cm-2, 56% retention) and for other earlier reported ferrites. In addition, the fabricated asymmetric pseudocapacitor device 

delivered better performance with high specific capacitance (118 F g-1 at 5 mA cm-2), excellent cycle stability (8000 cycles, 

83 % capacitance retention) and high energy density (42 Wh kg-1) even at higher power density (5 kW kg-1).

1. Introduction 

    The rapid depletion of fossil fuels,1 increase in environmental 

pollution and elevating global warming issues2 have poised the 

urgent need for the development of new alternative and economic 

renewable energy sources and technologies associated with energy 

storage and conversion.3 In recent years, the maximum utilization 

of portable electronic devices4 and hybrid vehicles5 has created a 

seemingly insatiable demand for energy storage, which has also 

presented great challenges towards the enhancement of 

electrochemical performance.6 In these context, energy storage 

devices such as supercapacitors (SCs)7 and lithium ion batteries8, 9 

have a great attention to alleviate the energy crisis. Amongst the 

energy storage devices, SCs have attracted more attention as 

promising energy storage device because of their properties like 

high power density, long cycle stability, higher specific capacitances 

and fast charging-discharging rate etc.10, 11 SCs are classified into 

electric double layer capacitors (EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors 

based on their energy storage mechanisms.12, 13 In EDLCs, the 

energy is stored with charge accumulation at electrode-electrolyte 

interface.14 Particularly, carbon based materials such as activated 

carbon; carbon nanotubes (CNT), graphene oxide, graphene etc. are 

explored as electrode materials for EDLCs.15-17 While in 

pseudocapacitors, the energy storage is via pair of Faradays redox 

reactions at electrode surface.18 The transition metal oxides with 

binary (MnO2, Mn3O4, Fe3O4, Co3O4, CeO2, Fe2O3, RuO2 and WO3 ) 
19-

24 and ternary (NiCo2O4, ZnCo2O4, CoFe2O4, NiFe2O4, CuFe2O4 and 

ZnFe2O4)25-27 compositions are being studied and explored as 

promising electrodes for pseudocapacitors, because of their 

properties such as high specific capacitance, longer life stability and 

environmental benignity. Amongst the transition metal oxides, 

metal ferrite (MFe2O4, where M refers to divalent metal ions) with 

spinel structure based electrodes are amongst the most studied 

candidates in SCs due to their excellent redox behaviour 

demonstrated by Fe element. Among the metal ferrites, ZnFe2O4 is 

one of the promising anode materials for pseudocapacitors 

considering its important inherent features like low cost, non-toxic 

nature, abundance, easy availability of metal salts, excellent redox 

behaviour, high surface area, high thermal stability etc.28 

    From the literature reports, it is observed that the utility of SCs so 

far, have been hampered as a result of the limitation posed by the 

energy density issue.29,30 Thus, to circumvent this issue, extensive 

research efforts are put together by scientists and technologists all 

around the world. Literature survey has revealed that the energy 

density mainly depends on the materials, nanostructures, 

architecture of the electrodes and types of electrolytes employed.31, 
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32 Thus, in this context, the researchers have focused their major 

attention on the tailoring and nanostructuring of electrode material 

and the use of appropriate electrolytes. As a result, various 

synthetic methods such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD), 

sputtering, molecular beam epitaxy, hydrothermal, chemical bath 

deposition (CBD), sol-gel, solvothermal, ultrasonication, screen 

printing, spray pyrolysis, spin coating etc.33-35 are being explored 

with great interest for fabricating thin film based electrode 

materials with different nanostructures like nanorods, nanotubes, 

nanocrystals, nano-flower, nano-flakes, nano-spheres and nano-

grains.36, 37 In thin film preparation, the material is directly 

deposited onto the conducting substrates like carbon cloth, Ni 

foam, graphite sheets, Cu foil, Ti foil and stainless steel without 

using binders, wherein, electrodeposition, CVD or vacuum 

deposition techniques are preferred choices.38, 39 Furthermore, high 

cost and toxicity concerns in substrates like carbon cloth, Ni foam, 

Cu foil, Ti foil etc. are the limiting factors.40 Thus, substrates like 

stainless steel plates are among the most explored substrates due 

to their low cost, less toxicity, rough surface and easy available in 

the market. Very recently, flexible stainless steel mesh (FSSM) 

substrates are being explored with great interest,41 most in which, 

electrodeposition and vacuum deposition techniques are reported 

for the growth of the material thin films,42 with inherent limitation 

and difficulties of large scale and large area deposition. 

    With this motivation, to address some of these limiting factors, 

herein this work, we report the synthesis of 3-D aligned and cross-

linked ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes on low cost flexible stainless steel mesh 

(FSSM) for the first time by employing rotational chemical bath 

deposition method (R-CBD) having potential for economically 

depositing the material on large scale and large area for developing 

efficient supercapacitor. The deposited ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes thin 

film samples on FSSM substrates are designated as ZnFe2O4/FSSM-

200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 for varying mesh 

size 200, 250 and 300 of FSSM, respectively. The investigation of the 

effect of mesh size on formation morphology of ZnFe2O4 

nanostructures and their electrochemical performance for 

supercapacitor application is also carried out. Among the samples, 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 demonstrated excellent pseudocapacitive 

behaviour with high specific capacitance (1625 F g-1 at 1 mA cm-2 

current density), excellent cycle stability upto 8000 cycles with 97 % 

specific capacitance retention, which is marginally higher than 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 (545 F g-1 at 1 mA cm-2 current density, 70 % 

retention), ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 (241 F g-1 at 1 mA cm-2 current 

density, 56 % retention) and ferrite material based electrodes 

reported in literature (summarized in Table 1). Furthermore, the 

asymmetric pseudocapacitor device fabricated using 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 as an anode and Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 as cathode 

also showed promising  performance with high specific capacitance,  

justifying the significance and novelty of the work.  

2. Experimental  

2.1 Materials and Chemicals 

    FSSM substrate with different mesh size 200, 250 and 300 were 

purchased from Micro Mesh India Private Limited. The chemical 

reagents anhydrous zinc chloride (ZnCl2), ferrous (II) chloride 

tetrahydrate (FeCl2.4H2O), monoethanolamine (MEA) and ammonia 

used for the synthesis were commercially procured from Merck 

chemicals. All the chemicals were used as received without further 

purification.  

2.2 Synthesis of 3-D aligned and cross-linked ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes 

    In a typical synthesis, the bath solution was prepared by forming 

complex using 25 mL of 0.1 M ZnCl2 solution and 3 mL MEA in 50 mL 

beaker. To this solution, 25 mL of freshly prepared 0.2 M FeCl2.4H2O 

solution was added drop-wise with constant stirring while the 

stoichiometric ratio of metal precursors Zn:Fe (1:2) was maintained 

constant. This was followed by adding ammonia solution to adjust 

the pH at 9. On the other hand, the FSSM substrates of different 

mesh size (200, 250 and 300 mesh) were cut into 1 cm x 3 cm and 

ultrasonically cleaned in successive steps by soaking into detergent 

soap solution, distilled water and acetone for 30 min each. The pre-

cleaned substrates were immersed carefully into the precursor bath 

solution, which was subsequently heated at temperature of 50 oC 

and the immersed substrates were rotated with gear motor of 

speed 55 rpm for 2.5 h. When the temperature reaches upto 35 oC, 

the bath reaction is established initiating nucleation and growth 

process. Same deposition procedure was adopted for growth of 

ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes on FSSM substrates with mesh size of 200 and 

250 mesh. After completion of the deposition process, the 

deposited substrates were washed with double distilled water and 

dried overnight in oven at 60 oC. This was followed by annealing the 

samples at 450 oC in ambient air environment for 5 h.43-45 

2.3 Material characterization 

    Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-6360), X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) (Bruker, D2-Phaser X-ray diffractometer) with 

CuKα1 (λ=1.5406 Å) radiation in the range 20˚-80˚and Raman 

spectrometer (LabRAM HR) with 532 nm laser was used to 

characterize the morphology, crystal structure and phase 

identification of the samples. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) was carried out using an (XPS-PHI 5300 PHI USA) 

spectrometer. BET surface area analysis and pore size analysis was 

performed using Quantachrome NOVA1000e, USA. 

2.4 Electrochemical measurements 

    All the electrochemical experiments were carried out in 6 M KOH 

aqueous electrolyte at room temperature using a CHI 608E 

electrochemical analyzer. Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic 

charge-discharge (GCD) and electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) were carried out in a standard three-electrode 

system with graphite and a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode as the 

counter and reference electrodes. The ZnFe2O4/FSSM was used as 

the working electrode. The CV curves were measured under 

different scan rates of 10–100 mV s-1 between potential window -

1.3 and 0 V. EIS measurements were carried out in the frequency 

range of 100 kHz to 1 Hz at an open circuit potential with an ac 

perturbation of 5 mV. The specific capacitance of the 

supercapacitor was calculated from the CV curves and GCD curves 

according to the following equations:46, 47  
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Where I is the response current (mA cm-2), m is the mass of the 

electrode (g), ν is the potential scan rate (mV s-1), and ∆V is the 

potential range (V). 

2.5 Fabrication of an aqueous asymmetric supercapacitor 

    In the fabrication of thin film based asymmetric supercapacitor, 

the synthesized ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 (2×2cm) was used as a negative 

electrode and Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 (2×2cm) was used as a positive 

electrode. The Ni(OH)2 electrode was prepared by using reported 

CBD method.48  These two electrodes were separated by a filter 

paper as a separator and soaked into 6 M KOH solution for about 24 

h. Then, the device was encompassed between pair of glasses and 

insert into small bottle to avoid leakage of the electrolyte. The 

values of the specific capacitance, energy density and power 

density were based on the total mass of electrode material 

excluding the mass of FSSM. This mass was calculated by using 

simple weight difference method, wherein the value for negative 

electrode (ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300) was 0.5 mg, while for the positive 

electrode (Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300) it was 0.3 mg. 

3. Results and discussion 

    The vertically aligned and cross linked ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes 

structures on FSSM are reported for the first time and was obtained 

by rotational chemical bath deposition method (R-CBD) reported 

earlier.43 Furthermore, in this work the effect of FSSM mesh size on 

morphology is also studied carefully. The formation mechanism of 

ZnFe2O4 thin films on FSSM (300 mesh) demonstrates cross linked 

nano-flakes structure as shown in Scheme 1. 

 
 

Scheme 1 Formation mechanism of ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes structure on FSSM 

    Fig. 1 presents scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 

ZnFe2O4 nano-structures with different magnifications, grown on 

FSSM with different mesh size (200, 250 and 300) and represented 

as ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300, 

respectively, obtained after annealing at 450 oC for 5h. The Fig. 1(a-

a”) shows SEM images of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 at different 

magnifications demonstrating network of ZnFe2O4 nano-sheets. The 

nano-sheet morphology is obtained due to the fast and free 

movement of the solution and molecules from within the 200 mesh 

(large size) enabling strong interaction on the surface of the 

substrate. When the mesh of FSSM was increased to 250 meshes 

(medium size), increased interaction of molecules during the 

rotation of substrates is obvious, which resulted in destruction of 

nano-sheets transforming them into nano-flakes like morphology of 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250  as shown in Fig. 1(b-b”). Interestingly, this 

observed destruction of nano-sheets transforming into nano-flakes 

increased our curiosity to investigate the effect of mesh size on 

morphology. The SEM images (Fig. 1(c-c”)) obtained from FSSM-300 

mesh showed formation of vertically aligned and cross linked 

ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes on the substrates. This nano-flake like 

morphology is obtained due to relatively slow and sluggish 

movement of the solution and molecules from within the 300 mesh 

(small size) enabling strong interaction on the surface of the 

rotating substrate. 

 

Fig. 1 Representative SEM images of (a-a”) ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, (b-b”) 
ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and (c-c”) ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples at x 500 and 
x5000 magnifications. 

 

   The crystal structure and phase formation was studied using XRD 

and Raman spectroscopy. The Fig. 2(a) presents the XRD patterns 

obtained from ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 samples. The peaks appearing at 2θ of 21.35o, 

23.6o, 43.5o were assigned to SS (stainless steel) substrate, whereas, 

the diffraction peaks at 29.85o (220), 35.3o (311), 50.8o (400), 58.5o 

(511), 62.8o (440) and 74.7o (622) were attributed to the spinel 

cubic structure of ZnFe2O4 and is in good agreement with JCPDS 

card No.22-1012. The additional diffraction peak observed at 33o 

could be assigned to α-Fe2O3 formation due to unreacted FeOOH. 

To further investigate the crystal phase of ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes, 

Raman spectra of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples were recorded as shown in Fig. 
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2(b). The presence of four Raman active vibrational modes 

(A1g+Eg+2T2g) confirm the formation of ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes with 

cubic spinel phase and space group of Fd��m. The peak 

corresponding to 666 cm-1 is attributed to A1g symmetry is due to 

vibration of tetrahedral sites. The peaks at 223 and 463 cm-1 are 

attributed to T2g symmetry and the peak at 351 cm-1 is assigned to 

Eg symmetry (vibrations of M-O octahedral sites).  

 

Fig. 2 Representative (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-
200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples. 

 

    The elemental composition and chemical state of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-

200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples were 

investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Fig. 3(a) 

shows the XPS survey spectrum of ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes 

demonstrating the presence of Zn, Fe, O and C. The high resolution 

core level spectra of Zn2p (Fig. 3(b)) showing two peaks around 

binding energy of 1022.25 and 1045.2 eV are assigned to Zn2p3/2 and 

Zn2p1/2. This indicates that the oxidation state of Zn in ZnFe2O4 

nano-flakes is +2. Fig. 3(c) demonstrates the high resolution core 

level spectra Fe2p showing the two peaks for Fe2p3/2 and Fe2p1/2 at 

binding energies of 725.5 and 711.7 eV, which confirms that the Fe 

in ZnFe2O4 exists in +3 oxidation state. The O1s core level spectra 

(Fig. 3(d)) shows one peak around 530.5 eV is mainly due the lattice 

O2- in ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes. Binding energies of each thin film are 

found to be shifted in the decreasing order of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 > 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 > ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200. This may be due to 

arrangement of vertically aligned interconnected morphology with 

maximum number of reaction sites as a result of mechanical force 

exerted with increasing mesh. 

    The pore structure and surface areas of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples were 

further characterized by nitrogen adsorption/desorption 

measurement and analyzed using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) 

and Brunauer-Emmett Teller (BET) methods. 

    The typical IV isotherms with type H4 hysteresis loops (Fig. 4(a)) 

confirm the formation of the open pores, generated from the 

decomposition of trapped MEA and the removal of water. The 

average pore diameter was calculated to be 4.5, 7.1 and 7.5 nm for 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 

mesh samples, which are obtained from BJH plot (Fig. 4(b)). This 

result is consistent with the SEM observation. The BET specific 

surface area and pore volume of the ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 was 

observed to be 54 m2 g−1 and 0.1 cm3 g−1, respectively, which was 

higher than those obtained for ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 (30 m2 g−1 and 

0.09 cm3 g−1) and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 (22 m2 g−1 and 0.07 cm3 g−1)  

mesh, respectively. The large surface area and pore volume are 

essential for the electrode materials to achieve large specific 

capacitance as this reduces ion transport limitation in electrodes, 

ensuring full utilization of electrode materials. 

 
 

Fig. 3 (a) XPS survey spectra (b) Zn2p core level spectra (c) Fe2p core level 
spectra and (d) O1s core level spectra of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 
and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples. 

     

 

Fig. 4 (a) N2-adsorption-desorption curves and (b) BJH pore size distribution of 
ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples. 

 

The porous nano-flaked ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh electrode samples grown without the aid 

of binder and conductive agent were studied for their 

supercapacitor performances. All the electrochemical properties 

were carried out by constructing the cell of three electrode 

configuration in 6M KOH electrolyte.  Fig. 5(a) presents the typical 

CV curves of the ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh sample electrode at 

various scan rates of 10-100 mVs-1 in the negative potential window 

ranging from -1.3 to 0.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). The shapes of the CV curves 

of all ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 electrodes unambiguously demonstrate 

their pseudocapacitive characteristics. Especially, a pair of well-

defined redox peaks could be found for all the three CV profiles of 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 (Fig. S1(a)), ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 (Fig. S1(b)) and 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 (Fig. 5(a)) corresponding to the redox reaction 

between Fe(II) and Fe(III) associated with OH- anion, which were 

distinguishable from those of electric double-layer capacitors, 

indicating the presence of a faradic reaction. Notably, the integral 

area of the CV profile for the ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 electrode is 

observed to be higher than that of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and 
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ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 electrodes (see in ESI, Fig. S1(a) and S1(b)), 

indicating a significantly enhanced specific capacitance after the 

growth of vertically aligned and cross linked ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes on 

the surface of FSSM-300 mesh. 

 

Fig. 5 (a) cyclic voltammogram (CV) at scan rates of 10-100 mV s
-1

, (b) 
galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) measurements at different current 
densities of 1-6 mA cm-2, (c) plot of specific capacitance (Csp) vs. Current density 
(CD) and (d) Cycle stability upto 8000 cycles and inset of first eight cycles of 
ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh sample.  

  

The galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD) curves of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-

300 (Fig. 5(b)), ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 (Fig. S1(c)) and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-

200 mesh (Fig. S1(d)) samples at different current densities of 1-6 

mA cm-2 show that the ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 electrode has a longer 

discharge time (Fig. 5(b)), demonstrating relatively higher specific 

capacitance. FSSM has relatively good electrical conductivity and 

could facilitate the electron transfer during the charge/discharge 

process. Thus, the observed higher specific capacitance is probably 

due to the significant synergistic effect between FSSM-300 skeleton 

as a conductive core and vertically aligned and cross-linked ZnFe2O4 

nano-flakes with high pseudocapacitance as a shell. The calculated 

specific capacitance of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 electrode in 6M KOH 

electrolyte are 1625, 675, 350 and 200 F g-1 obtained at current 

densities of 1, 2, 4 and 6 mA cm-2, respectively. Fig. 5(c) shows the 

plot of specific capacitance with varying current densities for 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 sample. 

The specific capacitance values for ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 are 

marginally higher than the values obtained for ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 

(545, 266, 216 and 125 F g-1) and ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 (241, 108, 50 

and 13 F g-1) at corresponding current densities of 1, 2, 4 and 6 mA 

cm-2, respectively (See in ESI, Fig. S2(a)). The ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 

electrode was subjected to 8000 charging-discharging cycles at a 

current density of 5 mA cm-2 and it showed specific capacitance 

retention of 97 % (see Fig. 5(d)), while ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 electrode showed specific capacitance retention 

of 70% and 56%, respectively as shown in Fig. S2(b). The high 

capacity retention (97%) of the ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 mesh samples 

electrode over 8000 cycles can be ascribed to the structure stability 

of the electrode material in the 6M KOH electrolyte. To further 

confirm the stability and quality of the ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 

electrode, SEM image of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 sample was recorded 

after the electrochemical cycle stability study for 8000 cycles. It was 

observed that there was no appreciable change in the morphology 

(Fig. S5; see in ESI) except for few sites showing agglomeration, 

probably due to deposition of electrolyte salts. Nevertheless, the 

porous structure of the ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes network was very well 

maintained. This demonstrates the long term stability of the 

electrode material. The supercapacitative performance of 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 electrode was found to be promising when 

compared to ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250, ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200 electrodes and 

reported metal ferrite electrodes summarized in Table 1, and thus, 

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 electrode was used for fabrication of 

asymmetric supercapacitor (ASC) device and used for further 

studies. 

Insert Table 1 
 

The fabricated asymmetric supercapacitor (ASC) device involved use 

of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 as negative electrode and Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 

as positive electrode in 6M KOH electrolyte. Based on the earlier 

literature reports it has been noticed that Ni(OH)2 as an electrode 

material demonstrates higher specific capacitance and long cycle 

stability which are useful for storage of energy. Thus, 

Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 electrode as positive electrode is used in the 

present work. Study of the  electrochemical properties of individual 

positive Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 electrode were performed as shown in 

Fig. S4 (ESI).  

 

 

Fig. 6 Asymmetric pseudocapacitor device ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300||Ni(OH)2/FSSM-
300 performance (a) Cyclic voltammogram of negative (ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300) and 
positive (Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300) electrodes at scan rates of 10 mV s-1 within 
potential range of -1.3 to 0.3 V. (b) Potential variation study from 0.0-1.2, 0.0-1.4 
and 0.0-1.6 V at 80 mV s-1 scan rate. (c) CV curves at different scan rate of 10-80 
mV s-1 and (d) GCD curves at different current densities of 5-10 mA cm-2, 
respectively. 
 

Fig. 6(a) shows the typical cyclic voltammograms of the individual 

negative electrode (ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300) and positive electrode 

(Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300) at 10 mV s-1 in the potential range of -1.3 to 0V 

and 0 to 0.3 V, respectively, against Ag/AgCl electrode. Both the 
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electrodes show redox pair in two different potential windows 

indicating the pseudocapacitive nature and hence the designed ASC 

was operated within the potential window of 0 to 1.6 V. Fig. 6(b) 

shows the cyclic voltammograms of the designed ASC recorded at a 

scan rate of 10 mV s-1 within potential window of 0 to 1.6 V. Fig. 

6(c) shows the CV curves of the ASC plotted in the potential window 

of 0 to 1.6 V at varying scan rates (10-80 mV s-1). It is observed from 

the CV plots shown in Fig. 6(b) and 6(c) that, the ASC could be 

operated till 1.6 V even with scan rate of 80 mV s-1. However, 

during slow scan rates such as 10 and 20 mV s-1, the current 

increases rapidly until it reach the breakdown point of electrolyte at 

the higher voltage window above 1.6 V. Therefore, for the sake of 

safety and long life of ASC, it is highly recommended to operate up 

to 1.6 V. All the CV plots were similar in shape, maintaining a pair of 

cathodic and anodic peaks. These redox peaks in the CV plots were 

found to shift away from each other with increasing scan rates. The 

redox peaks are indicative of the pseudocapacitive nature of ASC, 

which is clear from the large area of the corresponding CV plots. 

Charge-discharge (CD) curves of the ASC are shown in Fig. 6(d) and 

are recorded at current densities of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 mA cm-2 

within the potential window of 0 to 1.6 V. The observed nonlinear 

CD plots in Fig. 6(d) were in good support for the observed fast and 

reversible redox peaks recorded in the CV plots Fig. 6(c). The 

specific capacitance (Csp), energy density (E) and power density (P) 

of the ASC (expressed in F g-1, W h kg-1 and kW kg-1, respectively) 

were calculated from CD curve according to the formulae:  

� �
���
∆��

�.�
 ------------------------------ 3 

� � 	
�.�
�

∆�
   ------------------------------- 4 

Where, E is the energy density, P is the power density, ∆t is the 

discharging time, Csp is the specific capacitance and ∆V is the 

potential window. Specific capacitances at different current 

densities were calculated and plotted in Fig. 7(a).  The highest value 

of specific capacitance, i.e., 118 F g-1, was achieved at a current 

density of 5 mA cm-2 and showed gradual reduction in specific 

capacitance upto 31 F g-1 with increasing current density from 5 mA 

cm-2 to 10 mA cm-2. The estimated specific capacitance, energy 

density and power density of the designed ASC was compared with 

the previously reported ASCs based on the different MFe2O4 

structures as shown in Table 1. The Ragone plot of the ASC (E vs. P) 

is shown in Fig. 7(b). Inset in Fig. 7(b) shows the schematic of the 

ASC device fabrication along with actual photograph of the 

electrodes and working of the device. The cyclic stability of a 

supercapacitor determines its application in industry. Here, the 

designed ASC was subjected to 8000 galvanostatic charging-

discharging cycles at a current density of 9 mA cm-2 and the 

capacitance retention of the ASC is plotted in Fig. 7(c). The last 

eleven cycles of the GCD curves are plotted in Fig. 7(d). It is found 

that ASC retains 83 % of its specific capacitance up to 8000 cycles 

demonstrating good capacitance retention. 

The flexibility is one of the important properties for the 

identification of the mechanical strength and quality of the 

electrodes. Therefore, CV curves of the fabricated ASC device at 60 

mV s-1 scan rate were recorded with varying degree of bending 

angles (0o, 30 o, 60 o, 90 o, 120 o and 180 o) and bending times (50, 

100, 200 times). The CV curves obtained from ASC device with 

varying degree of bending angles and the CV curves obtained from 

ASC device after different number of bending times showed similar 

profile with no significant change as shown in Fig.S3 (a) and (b) (see 

ESI). This data supports the excellent flexibility and quality of the 

electrodes employed in the ASC device.  

 

Fig. 7 (a) Specific capacitance (F g-1) vs. Current density (mA cm-2) (b) Ragone plot 
of energy density (Wh kg-1) vs. Power density (kW kg-1) with inset of schematic 
construction of flexible ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 thin film device (c) Cycle stability of 
device over 8000 cycles with 83% retention (d) Last 11 cycles of the asymmetric 
supercapacitor device. 

 

    Further evaluation of electrochemical performance was 

conducted by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for 

determining the internal resistance and charge transport of the 

ASC. Fig. 8(a) shows the Nyquist plot of the ASC in the frequency 

range of 100 kHz to 1 Hz with signal amplitude of 5 mV under open 

circuit potential (OCP). The inset of Fig. 8(a) also shows equivqlent 

circuit for the Nyquist plot in which Rct is the charge transfer 

resistance, Cdl related with double layer capacitance, Rs is the 

equivalent series resistance (ESR) and w is Warburg impedance, 

respectively. The EIS plot can be easily distinguished into a small 

semicircle at the high frequency region and a straight line with a 

slope towards the low frequency region. The semicircle represents 

the charge transfer process and the sloped line represents the 

capacitive nature of the device.49 The equivalent series resistance 

(ESR) could be estimated from the intercept at real impedance axis; 

it was found to be 3.0 ohm, which constitutes the resistance of the 

electrolyte, the resistance at electrode-electrolyte interface, the 

internal resistance of the electrode material and the contact 

resistance between the electrode and current collector. The 

diameter of the semicircle reveals the charge transfer resistance 

(Rct), which is 1.0 ohm. 

The large slope in the low frequency region of the Nyquist plot 

could be ascribed to the Warburg behavior, which arises from the 

fast ion diffusion across the electrode-electrolyte interface. Fig. 8(b) 

represent the Bode plots of phase angle and Bode plot of 

impedance against frequency for the ASC. The phase angle of 72o at 

low frequency corresponds to capacitance contribution from 

pseudocapacitance. The frequency at which the maximum 

capacitance could be delivered is the response frequency (knee 

frequency) of the supercapacitor (f0), which was found to be 3 Hz. 
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The response frequency divides the capacitive (f < f0) and resistive (f 

> f0) range of the supercapacitor. The corresponding relaxation time 

constant (or supercapacitor figure of merit, τo = 1/f0)50 of the ASC 

was 0.3 s. The smaller time constant indicates the faster discharge 

of the entire stored energy of the supercapacitor, which justifies 

the observed higher power density of the ASC.50 

 

Fig. 8 (a) Nyquist plot with equivalent circuit (b) Bodes plots of the asymmetric 
supercapacitor device. 

 

Conclusions 

In summary, this works demonstrates a simple and cost-

effective rotational chemical bath deposition method for the 

synthesis of 3-D aligned and cross linked ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes 

on flexible stainless steel mesh for the first time. The study of 

influence of FSSM (200, 250 and 300 mesh) on growth 

morphology of ZnFe2O4 nano-flakes and supercapacitative 

properties showed that ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 demonstrates 

excellent morphology and improved supercapacitative 

properties (specific capacitance, energy density, cycle stability) 

which were marginally higher than ZnFe2O4/FSSM-200,  

ZnFe2O4/FSSM-250 and earlier reported MFe2O4 based 

electrode materials. Furthermore, the asymmetric 

pseudocapacitor device fabricated using ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 as 

an anode and Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 as cathode showed 

remarkable performance with high specific capacitance (118 F 

g-1 at 5 mA cm-2) and excellent cycle stability over 8000 cycles 

with 83 % capacitance retention. The device also delivered 

high energy density (42 Wh kg-1) even at higher power density 

(5 kW kg-1). The device was capable of demonstrating 

improved performance in the potential window of 0-1.6 V 

even at higher scan rates (80 mV s-1). The stability and 

reversibility could be maintained at 1.6 V. The relaxation time 

constant of the ASC was estimated to be 0.3 s. 
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Table 1 Comparative performance of ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 with Literature reported iron oxide based electrodes for supercapacitor 
applications. 
 
Sr. 

No 

Method and Material Substrate Nano-

Structure 

Electrolyte Specific 

Capacitance  

Current 

density  

Energy density  Reference 

and year 

1 NiFe2O4 thin films and 

hydrothermal 

Carbon cloth Nanocubes 6 M KOH 

1M H2SO4 

922 F g-1 

1135 F g-1 

2 mA cm-2 2.07 mWh cm-3 

Device value 

201451 

2 NiFe2O4 thin film and spray Stainless steel 

plate 

Particles 1 M Na2SO3 202 F g-1 2 mA cm-2 - 201552 

3 CuFe2O4-graphene powder 

and solvothermal 

Ni Foil Nano 

Crystals 

3M KOH 576.6 F g-1 1 A g-1 15.8 Wh kg-1 

Device value 

201553 

4 α-Fe2O3 thin film and wet 

chemical method 

Fe foil Spinous 1M Na2SO4 524.6 F g-1 1 A g-1 38.6 Wh kg-1 

Device value 

201554 

5 Fe3O4/C powder and 

hydrothermal 

Stainless steel Necklace 3M KOH 225 F g-1 1 A g-1 - 201555 

6 Co3O4/ZnFe2O4 powder and 

hydrothermal 

Stainless steel 

mesh 

Starfish 

shape 

6M KOH 326 F g-1 1 A g-1 82.5 Wh kg-1 

single electrode  

201556 

7 CoFe2O4 thin film and 

hydrothermal 

Nickel foam Flower 1M KOH  768 F g-1 6 A g-1 115 Wh kg-1 

single electrode  

201557 

8 ZnFe2O4 powder and 
combustion method 

Graphite  Spherical 
shape 

2M NaOH 1235 F g-1 1 mA cm-2 33 Wh kg-1 
Device value 

201458 

9 ZnFe2O4 thin film and CBD 

method 

Stainless steel 

plates 

Nano-flakes 3M KOH 768 F g-1 5 mA cm-2 106 Wh kg-1 

single electrode  

201543 

11 ZnFe2O4 thin film and 

CBD method 

Flexible stainless 

steel mesh 

Nano-flakes 6M KOH 1625 F g-1 1 mA cm-2 42 Wh kg-1 

Device value 

Present 

Work 
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3-D ZnFe2O4/FSSM-300 nano-flakes on flexible stainless steel mesh as anode and Ni(OH)2/FSSM-300 as cathode is 

used to fabricate asymmetric supercapacitor 
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